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After four successful years as Curriculum Director, Perry Mason has
announced his intention to hand off this critically important job to
someone else. During his tenure, Perry has assembled high quality
courses every term, and when the pandemic struck, he worked with
others to train instructors to offer the CVEC brand of superb
instruction via video conference, keeping our program going and
growing despite the necessary restrictions.
Therefore, the CVEC seeks a new curriculum director to work with a
standing committee and the Board to recruit instructors; develop
curriculum for three terms per year; manage scheduling; and join the
Executive Director and Registration/Finance Director to support the
Board and its activities. The director will serve a three-year term.
The ideal candidate will be familiar with CVEC courses through
taking and/or teaching them. S/he will also have strong interpersonal
skills for recruitment and support of instructors. Service on CVEC
committees or the Board would be useful, but not required.

Those interested in this paid position may contact Carol Rutz,
Executive Director, for more information (crutz@carleton.edu). A
formal application would consist of a cover letter and resume or c.v.
Candidates will be interviewed by Board and staff members.
In other News, our New Website is Live as of 15 February!
Cvec.org remains our URL. You will notice design changes,
including the use of drop-down menus instead of buttons as well as
the absence of the long column on the left. The links once listed
there are now found in the new menus.
Even more exciting are new options to register or donate online.
Clear instructions for registration will help you determine whether to
download and mail a paper form or to use the online system.
Regardless, our policies on timing, priority, refunds, and so forth are
unchanged.
Unlike our old site, the new one adapts to your device: You will be
able to use it conveniently on a tablet or smartphone as well as on a
computer. Please roam around the site and provide feedback via the
Contact Us link.
Check it out!
~Carol Rutz

CVEC Class Schedule—Spring, 2021
For Lifelong Learning
The Questing Intellect Never Retires
March 29 – May 21, 2021
(Registration processing begins March 8, 2021)
Title of Class

Instructor

Time of Class

Location

Key Modern U.S. Supreme Court Decisions

John Robison

Monday 9:30-11:30 AM

Zoom

Women in Movies

Eric Nelson

Monday 1:30-3:30 PM

Zoom

Three Comic Academic Novels

Carol Rutz

Tuesday 9:30-11:30 AM

Zoom

Bach’s Church Music

Gerald Hoekstra

Tuesday 1:30-3:30 PM

Zoom

Issues in Bioethics: Clinical and Public Health Ethics

Karen Gervais

Wednesday 9:30-11:30 AM

Zoom

Frank Lloyd Wright: By the Book

Barbara Evans

Wednesday 1:30-3:30 PM

Zoom

A Beautiful Dream: Alexander Faribault and the Founding of Minnesota
Thursday 9:30-11:30 AM

Sam Temple
Zoom

U.S. National Security Policy Foundation and Future

David Sauer

Thursday 1:30-3:30 PM

Zoom

Modern Scientific Cosmology

Joel Weisberg

Friday 9:30-11:30 AM

Zoom

Conceptual and Ethical Issues Involved in Psychiatry

Jerry Kroll & Perry Mason

Friday 1:30-3:30 PM

Zoom

Our Purpose:
To provide a content-oriented study experience for elder students with senior faculty.
Our Program:
• CVEC focuses on a desire for life-long learning
• The courses of study are selected to provide rich
academic experiences in the liberal arts
• Most of these courses are informal, with learners
actively participating in discussion.
• CVEC welcomes younger registrants (under 50) on a
seat-available basis
• Previous formal education is not a requirement

Our Policies:
• Class size is generally limited to 15
• Most classes will meet 8 times, once/week
• Classes are 2 hours/session
• Financial assistance is available for registrants who
cannot afford the fee
• Students may withdraw from a course before the 2 nd
class meeting and request a refund
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Course Descriptions, Spring 2021

and directors who are primarily men, she wrote, even
actresses in leading roles are seldom able to portray
“femininity itself – empathy, vulnerability, listening – as
valuable, essential, powerful.” Instead, we get
“exaggerated performances of [gender stereotypes] that
cause harm to all.” “How,” she asks, “do we restore
balance?”

All courses will take place online; see details on
page 6.
Further information on most courses, including
weekly schedule and recommended books, can be
found online as indicated at the end of each
description.

Is her claim valid? In this course we will examine films
that interrogate the familiar masculine/feminine binary:
The Passion of Joan of Arc (silent, 1928), Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs (Disney, animated, 1937), The Lady Eve
(screwball comedy, 1941), Sunset Boulevard (film noir,
1950), Some Like It Hot (1959), The Sound of Music
(1965), and Little Women (2019).

John Robison: Key Modern U.S. Supreme
Court Decisions
8 Mondays (March 29-May 17), 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Enrollment limit: 15

For further information, go to cvec.org/Nelson
Eric Nelson is an emeritus professor of
English at St. Olaf College where he
taught film studies as well. He has
offered courses in cinema in the Elder
Collegium for more than a decade.
nelsoner@stolaf.edu

Most people are aware of the results of important U.S.
Supreme Court decisions, but few non-lawyers understand
how and why the Court reached those conclusions. The
primary purpose of this course is to explain and discuss the
legal reasoning and analysis behind those cases. Was the
Court right? In the process, we will address the role of the
Court in our government and our society.
We will also address three continuing themes: Should the
issue in this case be resolved by the Court or by the
legislature? Does this opinion follow the law, or just reflect
the desired outcome of the Justice who wrote it? Is the
Constitution alive or dead?

Carol Rutz: Three Comic Academic Novels
8 Tuesdays (March 30-May 18), 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Enrollment limit:15

Each participant should have access to a copy of the
Constitution and purchase a paperback copy of Michael G.
Trachtman’s The Supremes’ Greatest Hits (2016 edition;
available at Content and online for about $13), which
provides a nice overview of most of the cases we will be
discussing. However, it will not be necessary to read all of the
cases. The instructor will recommend certain opinions as
interesting reading for those who wish to do so. The opinions
are available online for no charge from several sources.

As a genre, comic academic novels tend to send up some
middle-aged loser (usually a male professor from an
English department) in the throes of personal and
professional crisis. Mid-life angst? Elitist whining? The
symptoms vary, yet the protagonist’s absurd situation is a
constant—as are the empathic and outraged emotions
evoked in readers. All of them feature racy passages that
serve as plot devices.

This is a repeat of a course offered in 2019-2020.

Our three novels: David Lodge’s Changing Places (1975),
Richard Russo’s Straight Man (1997), and Julie
Schumacher’s Dear Committee Members (2014). We will
be attentive to the authors (two men, one woman; one
British, two American) and to the political, gender, and
academic contexts for each book.

For further information, go to cvec.org/Robison
John Robison was a business lawyer
for 41 years, spending most of that time
in Madison, Wisconsin. He followed
U.S. Supreme Court decisions during
that time as a hobby.
johnrobison3123@gmail.com

For further information, go to cvec.org/Rutz
Carol Rutz retired in 2017 after 30
years at Carleton College, having led
the Writing Program for 20 years.
crutz@carleton.edu

Eric Nelson: Women in Movies
8 Mondays (March 29-May 17), 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Enrollment limit: 15
A successful Hollywood actress wrote an Op-Ed piece in
the New York Times titled, “I Don’t Want to Be the Strong
Female Lead.” Because movies are shaped by executives
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Karen Gervais directs the Minnesota
Center for Health Care Ethics in St.
Paul. www.mnhealthethics.org. She has
50+ years of experience as a college
professor and 30+ years as a clinical,
organizational, and health policy
ethicist.
gervais@mnhealthethics.org

Gerald Hoekstra: Bach’s Church Music
8 Tuesdays (March 30-May 18), 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Enrollment limit: 15
When Johann Sebastian Bach landed the post of Director
of Music for the churches of Leipzig in 1723, he finally
arrived in a position that allowed him to develop to the
fullest his talents as a composer of church music. Chief
among Bach’s responsibilities in Leipzig was to provide
music for the choirs of the city’s four main churches, and
between 1723 and 1728 he produced five yearly cycles of
cantatas, as well as many other sacred works. This body of
music contains some of the richest and most beautiful
music in all of the sacred repertory.

Barbara Evans: Frank Lloyd Wright: By
the Book
8 Wednesdays (March 31-May 19), 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Enrollment limit: 15

In this class we will examine Bach’s sacred music in the
context of the composer’s life, Lutheran theology and
liturgy of the time, and communal life in early 18thcentury Leipzig. Preparation for class will involve
listening to selections of music and short readings.

Reading and studying the book, Plagued By Fire: The
Dreams and Furies of Frank Lloyd Wright, will expose
participants to a more sympathetic treatment and a deeper
understanding of this complicated man. No previous
knowledge of FLW or architecture is required. Paul
Hendrickson has done the research necessary to put
together a fresh look at Wright’s life, vision, and tragedies.
Class participants will have opportunities to share their
experiences in FLW spaces and also to take virtual and
armchair tours. Discussion will focus on the assigned
readings, which uncover new knowledge of Wright’s life
story and unimaginable professional setbacks. Our class
will study topics in the order presented in our text (see
session list). We will examine buildings as they fit into the
contents of this book, which will complement or may even
challenge what has been previously known about FLW’s
life and the events that shaped it.

This is a repeat of a course last offered in 2018-19.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Hoekstra
Gerald Hoekstra taught music history
at St. Olaf College for 33 years before
his retirement in 2014. In addition to
teaching classroom courses in in music
history, he directed the St. Olaf Early
Music Singers and the Collegium
Musicum, ensembles that performed
music of the Medieval, Renaissance,
and Baroque eras.
hoekstra@stoaf.edu

Text: Plagued by Fire: The Dreams and Furies of Frank
Lloyd Wright by Paul Hendrickson, published in 2019.
Paperback is available at Content for $18.

Karen Gervais: Issues in Bioethics: Clinical
and Public Health Ethics

For further information, go to cvec.org/Evans

8 Wednesdays (March 31-May 19), 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Enrollment limit: 15

Barbara Evans taught American
Literature, Drama, Debate and
Composition in Rochester, MN for 34
years. She is a graduate of and has
been a visiting professor at St. Olaf
College, teaching public speaking and
first year writing. Her interests include
architecture, literary and architecturebased travel (particularly the buildings of Frank Lloyd
Wright), photography, and renovation of her Arts and
Crafts home here in Northfield.
barbjevans@aol.com

Our current pandemic emphasizes everyone’s dual potential
as victim and vector, as well as the societal impacts of
severe infectious disease. In such a time, ethicists contribute
to health policy formation to guide scarce resource access
and allocation for the good of us all (e.g., ventilators,
convalescent plasma, and vaccine), and advocate at the
bedside for the fair consideration and compassionate care of
individual patients. After an introduction to healthcare
ethics, our focal issues will include: clinical ethics principles
and rules of thumb; patient autonomy and decision-making
quandaries; the definition of death; culturally-responsive
healthcare; and balancing competing ethical principles to
ration scarce healthcare resources for the good of us all in a
severe pandemic.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Gervais
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David Sauer is a retired senior
CIA officer who served as chief
of station and deputy chief of
station in multiple overseas
command positions in East Asia
and South Asia. He earned a BA
degree from Gustavus Adolphus
College and an MA degree from
George Washington University.
dkesauer3@yahoo.com

Sam Temple: A Beautiful Dream:
Alexander Faribault and the Founding of
Minnesota
8 Thursdays (April 1-May 20), 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Enrollment limit: 15
“When I think of the early days of this place and then look
around, it seems to be a beautiful dream.”
— Alexander Faribault, 1882

Joel Weisberg: Modern Scientific
Cosmology

In the year 1855, the community of Faribault was platted
in the Minnesota Territory. For enigmatic, part-Dakota
trader Alexander Faribault, the dream he built in that year
would be put to the test. In a journey that spans the 19th
century — the Dakota genocide, the heroism of everyday
people, and the formation of a State — this course will
examine how suffering, triumph, growth, and love shaped
our community. Classes will be a mixture of lecture and
discussion and will incorporate clips from the instructor's
documentaries and stage production depicting the historic
events.

8 Fridays (April 2-May 21), 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Enrollment limit: 15
Cosmology is the investigation of the past, present, and
future history of the universe and of its general nature.
Virtually all cultures throughout history have attempted to
wrestle with cosmological questions, such as the origin of
the universe. In the last hundred years, however, we have
managed to perform key observations of the nature of the
universe. Now, a cosmology must not conflict with these
observations if it is to be considered scientifically viable.
This development marks a watershed moment, which can
be called the era of Modern Scientific Cosmology.

For further information, go to cvec.org/Temple
Sam Temple currently works as
station manager for Northfield Public
Broadcasting, and previously taught
for the Elder Collegium with Logan
Ledman. With Ledman, he produces
the history documentary series 1855.
Temple lives with his family in
Faribault, where he currently serves
on the Heritage Preservation
Commission and Planning Commission.
1855faribault@gmail.com

For further information, go to cvec.org/Weisberg
Joel Weisberg is Stark Professor of
Physics and Astronomy and the
Natural Sciences, Emeritus, at Carleton
College. He taught astronomy,
cosmology, physics, and science and
society courses at Carleton for 35
years. He and his students use radio
telescopes across the world to study
pulsars, the interstellar medium, and general relativity.
jweisber@carleton.edu

David Sauer: U.S. National Security Policy
Foundation and Future
8 Thursdays (April 1-May 20), 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Enrollment limit: 15
Discussion of the history of U.S. National Security Policy
from the end of World War II to the present day will be the
focus of the course. Initial sessions will focus on the Cold
War and the origins and structure of the current
government security apparatus. Concluding classes will
consider current security concerns facing the United States
including a revisionist Russia, nuclear armed North Korea
and Iran, China, counterterrorism and cyber. Closing
sessions also will attempt to discuss future threats and
possible policy approaches to combat them.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Sauer
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Jerry Kroll is professor of
psychiatry, emeritus, at the
University of Minnesota Medical
School. His clinical area of
interest currently is crosscultural psychiatry, working
primarily with refugee patients at
Metro Behavioral Health in
Minneapolis. This is his first
venture into team-teaching a CVEC course.
kroll001@umn.edu

Jerry Kroll & Perry Mason: Conceptual
and Ethical Issues Involved in Psychiatry
8 Fridays (April 2-May 21), 1:30-3:30p.m.
Enrollment limit: 15
This course will consider some basic philosophical
questions about psychiatry and mental illness, focusing
on two sorts of issues. First, we will analyze and discuss
several fundamental concepts involved in psychiatry,
including the concepts of illness and disease in general, of
mental illness more particularly, and of dysfunction and
disorder. The central issues in this area are the very nature
and even the reality of mental illness. Secondly, we will
consider certain questions involved in the practice of
psychiatry, including both theoretical questions about the
bases for diagnosis and ethical issues involved in the
psychiatrist-client relationship. If diagnosis involves an
evaluation of a person’s condition, the question arises of
what the criteria for that evaluation might be. Are they
personal inclinations, social norms, ethical principles, or
scientific norms? To what degree, if any, are the
psychiatrist’s diagnosis and decisions about treatment to
rest upon the client’s beliefs, expectations, desires,
cultural orientation, or moral standing?

Perry Mason taught philosophy at
Carleton for over 30years, primarily in
the philosophy of religion, ancient
Greek philosophy, and the philosophy
of the social sciences. He has taught
CVEC courses over the past 11 years
and currently serves as the program’s
curriculum director.
pmason@carleton.edu

For further information, go to cvec.org/Kroll

What is needed to be a student in our online courses
If you want to join one of our Spring term courses, here’s what you’ll need in the way of equipment:
▪ a reliable internet connection, including an email account
▪ a computer with a relatively large screen
A tablet or smartphone will work, but the screen may be so small that you’ll have difficulty in
seeing the other class members’ faces and the instructor’s slides.
▪ a computer video camera, either internal to the computer or an externally mounted webcam
▪ a microphone, usually internal to the computer, to a webcam, or to earbuds
▪ a good speaker, either internal to the computer, or connected externally via plug-in or Bluetooth, or a
pair of earbuds
▪ a reasonably quiet room in which to connect to the class meetings
▪ for some classes, a printer for printing comments, brief files, etc., emailed by the instructor (since
such material cannot be distributed in person).
For our classes, we’ll be using Zoom, a free (for students) video conferencing tool. Once you are accepted
into a class, your instructor will send an email about how to join a Zoom session, and will arrange a session
before the first class in which you can learn the basics of using Zoom (or check your knowledge if you’ve
already used it).
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CANNON VALLEY ELDER COLLEGIUM
Registration Form
2021 Spring Term Classes
March 29th – May 21st, 2021

S

Complete the form below and bring to FiftyNorth, or mail to:
CVEC, FiftyNorth, 1651 Jefferson Parkway, Northfield, MN 55057

Name (A) _______________________________________

For class selection, indicate person A, B, or both.

Name (B) _______________________________________
_____ Key Modern U.S. Supreme Court Decisions ($50)

Address ________________________________________

_____ Women in Movies ($50)

City / ZIP ______________________________________

_____Three Comic Academic Novels ($50)

Telephone ______________________________________

_____ Bach’s Church Music ($50)

E-mail (A) ______________________________________

_____ Issues in Bioethics: Clinical and Public Health Ethics
$50+$25 (includes textbook and all readings) = ($75)

E-mail (B) ______________________________________

_____ Frank Lloyd Wright: By the Book ($50)

(Email addresses to be used only for CVEC activities)

_____ A Beautiful Dream: Alexander Faribault and the Founding
of Minnesota ($50)

Registration Process

_____ U.S. National Security Policy Foundation and Future ($50)

The formal registration period extends from the publication of
this form until March 8th. Registrations after then will be
accepted on a space-available basis.

_____ Modern Scientific Cosmology ($50)
_____ Conceptual and Ethical Issues Involved in Psychiatry ($50)

Registrations may be mailed to FiftyNorth or deposited in the
registration box there. Include course fee (tuition and, in some
cases, fees for materials), payable to CVEC, or check the financial
assistance box. Books, other materials, and travel, when specified
for a class, are extra.

If persons A & B register for the same course: in case of the course
being oversubscribed and filled by random selection:
We should be considered ____separately or ____together.
If you received regrets previously for a course for which you are now
registering, please circle course above.

All registrations received by 6:00 pm on March 8th will be treated
as arriving at the same time. Random selection will be used to fill
any oversubscribed courses. After March 8th, class availability and
enrollment numbers will be updated periodically at cvec.org and
posted at FiftyNorth. Confirmation of registration will be sent by
email no later than March 12th.

Check if you need financial assistance _____
Check if this is your first CVEC class

_____

Check if you do not want address, phone #, and
email shared with your class on class lists _____

If your course is oversubscribed, you will be notified by March 9th
via email. If you register by 6:00 pm on March 8th and are not
admitted to an oversubscribed course, you may register for
another course or receive a refund. When one or more courses are
oversubscribed, students are normally admitted to each in the
following order (using random selection when necessary):

Included is a tax-deductible gift of ______
Because many volunteer their time, our administrative costs have
always been minimal. The difference between CVEC’s tuition revenue
and total cost has been bridged by member contributions and grants.
Those who feel able are invited to include a tax-deductible
contribution. Actual expenses incurred by CVEC per course
registration average about $65.

(1) all students who registered for a previous offering of the same
course but were not then admitted by random selection;
(2) students registering for their first CVEC course, as long as they
fill less than half of the places in that course;

Questions concerning registration should be directed to:
Bill Rizzo, Registration Director
1651 Jefferson Parkway, Northfield MN 55057
(602) 369-0997
brizzo@cvec.org

(3) other registrants, except that normally no student will be
admitted to more than one oversubscribed course.
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From the Director: Announcing a New Registration/Finance Director
In the Winter Newsletter, we announced a search for a Registration Director/Finance Director. Bill Rizzo,
our current master of those ceremonies, will be leaving us this summer to pursue new opportunities as his
duties as a stay-at-home dad expire with his children’s collective maturity. We conducted a search, held
interviews over Zoom—as life seems to be lived these days—and offered the position to Nicole Barnett.
Nicole has 15 years of accounting experience and is well prepared for the various ways the Elder
Collegium uses databases. We are fortunate to land a person with great interpersonal skills as well as
numerical talent. Our students and instructors count on the person in this position to address many
questions, usually on deadline, and Nicole looks forward to interacting with all of us.
Bill and Nicole began her training as of February 1. Nicole will be attending Board meetings and other
sessions, and we will formally introduce her at the Annual Meeting this fall. Watch for details on that in
due course.

Nicole Barnett, Registration/Finance Director-in-Training
~Carol

